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Nemonte Nenquimo
"We were so certain that this
territory is ours because we are the
ones living here, we just could not
permit this to happen."
Nemonte Nenquimo, an Indigenous
leader of the Waorani people from
the Ecuadorean Amazon, is one of six
winners of the Goldman
environmental prize. She was chosen
for her success in protecting 500,000
acres of rainforest from oil extraction
through her "Our Rainforest is not
for sale" digital movement. "This
prize will hopefully give us and our
fight more visibility and create
consciousness that we're acting for
the good of the planet," she says.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-55122550
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#withdrawtheCAP
What is the #withdrawtheCAP Campaign?
Before we get into learning what
#withdrawtheCAP means, let's find out
what the CAP actually is!
The Institute for Government describes the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) as...
an EU policy that aims to “provide financial
support to farmers in member states...is one
of the founding policies of the original
Common Market, and brings together
national intervention programmes into one
scheme to allow farmers to compete on a
level playing field while protecting against
volatility in agricultural prices...and to
provide food security”.

It is argued that the new CAP attempted to
greenwash us by declaring that 30% of direct
payments are tied to eco-friendly farming, yet
they have too many loopholes to be effective,
thus leaving it for interpretation to individual
departments.
Therefore, according to Dr Guy Pe’er, this CAP
will take the 1.5 degree target out of reach this is not just an issue for the EU, it is a global
problem.

In terms of farming practices, the proposal to
increase support for organic farming was rejected
which therefore encourages intensified
agriculture and monoculture which will hugely
degrade soils. According to the UNCCD, we lose
about 24 billion tons of fertile soil every year due
to erosion, salinization and acidification. This is
down to our methods of agriculture that makes
soils much more susceptible to erosion and
infertility. Eventually, this degradation will render
land unusable.

On Friday 23rd October, a number of reforms of the
CAP were voted on which caused outrage among
climate
activists, namely the Fridays for Future movement
who started the #withdrawtheCAP campaign.
Here's some reasons why its so bad!

Despite being presented as a green reform, the
new CAP is actually not that different from the
previous!
In fact, the only target aimed at making the CAP in
line with the Paris Agreement was voted down by
the European Council in October, as was the
proposal to integrate Green New Deal
targets into the CAP.
As a result, this CAP has no clear emission
reduction goal as the target of 30% reduction of
emissions within the agricultural sector was also
rejected.

Finally, the CAP also fails to support the
incomes of farmers most in need and actually
encourages the
farms with the most pollution and least
biodiversity-friendly farming habits,
allowing them to
continue without obligation to reduce
pollution.

The list of negatives could go on and on, (and 40 reasons why
the CAP must be withdrawn can be found at
https://withdrawthecap.org/40-reasons-why).
This outrage has drawn the attention of over 70,000 activists
who have signed a letter demanding the EU leaders to
#withdrawtheCAP !
To find out more information and to read (and sign!) this
letter, head to https://withdrawthecap.org

Sir David Attenborough’s
“Extinction: The Facts”!
Written by Andra Vladu

In the last year, Sir David Attenborough has released
two documentaries which took the world by storm:
“Extinction: the Facts” and “A Life on our Planet”.
For the first time ever, he really has shown the
detrimental impacts of climate change on the natural
world.
He speaks about where we went wrong, our
responsibility as stewards of our planet and the
alarming rates at which species are going extinct
around the world.
But he also gives us hope. Hope that shows we can
better our future if we work together, because it is not
too late!

In his earlier documentaries
such as "Planet Earth", he
showed joyous portraits of
nature.

He was joined by scientists,
offering a summary of the
accelerating state of decline.
1 out of 8 million species on
earth are now threatened
with extinction.

However, in his 2020
documentary "Extinction: The
Facts", we saw footage of
Since 1970,
monkeys desperately leaping
vertebrate populations –
into a river to escape a forest birds, mammals, amphibians
fire, a baby bear looking lost in a and reptiles – have declined
ransacked, smoking landscape,
by 60%.
and the corpse of killer whales,
tangled in fishing nets, rotting
on the shore. It was unbearably
painful to watch.
However, it woke the world up
to how we humans have
exploited the planet, how we
have interfered and stirred the
natural balance of things and
how we will pay the price for
this.

While extinction is a
natural process, it is
the current rapid rate
that is the problem.

The overpopulation myth
However, there was a major
problem with one of his
theories - overpopulation.
In the past century as
By definition, this is “the
technology advanced, people
condition of being
populated with excessively became more materialistic, but
not necessarily happier. A
large numbers”.
person in an MEDC uses 4x
Not only is this a dangerous
more resources than someone
distraction from the actual
culprits of climate change, in an LEDC, which means every
one of us reading this article
but it is inherently racist.
uses 4x more resources than
someone in an LEDC such as
It is used as an excuse to
Nigeria.
divert attention and blame
from polluting exploiters
Food waste proves to be
and countries and shift the
blame of climate change and another problem when it comes
to resource shortage. In the
pressure on resources to
U.K. alone, there are 6.5million
poorer countries who are
tons of food waste yearly.
“having lots of children”!
There clearly is a problem with
our system if there is so much
Overpopulation is not a
precious food wasted when
cause of climate change there are 14million people living
unfair distribution and
in poverty in the U.K. alone.
waste of resources is.

As we can see, overpopulation is not the issue as a recent
report by the UN shows, if existing levels of technology
were developed, the earth could support 35 billion people.
The problem, however, is how those resources are
managed and distributed.

He also touched on something very important: something that
in the past months has changed the lives of every person on
the planet: Coronavirus!
Sir David showed that if we carry on like this: burning fossil
fuels, burning forests and constantly interfering with the fine
balance of the natural world, we will see more epidemics.
Over the past decades, we have seen an increasing rate of
zoonotic diseases (passed from animals to humans) and
pandemic emergencies. Some of the major ones include Swine
Flu, SARS, Ebola and, today, Coronavirus.
Interfering with the natural world the way we increasingly are,
through poaching, deforestation, urban development and
polyculture means viruses are more likely to “jump” from
animals to humans.
Therefore, it is crucial that we put an end to all harmful
practices and learn once more to live in harmony with
nature.

What does the us election
result mean for the climate?
Written by Aoife Greenberg

With Trump’s often outright denial of climate change,
his vendetta against Greta Thunberg and his withdrawal
from the Paris Agreement, seeing a Biden
administration get into office feels like a more hopeful
sign for our planet,
but just how hopeful should we be?

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-10/what-biden-s-win-means-for-paris-climateagreement-quicktake
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-54858638
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/culture/politics/a34227709/joe-biden-climate-change-plan/
Joe Biden has endorsed the Green New Deal in all but name | Joe Biden | The Guardian
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/paris-agreement
The Truth Behind the Climate Pledges.pdf -Google Drive

The Paris Agreement
Well, lets take a look firstly at
the Paris Agreement, which is
the first universal agreement,
However, a key aspect of
made in 2015 among almost
Biden’s campaign is that he
200 countries, to pledge to
claims he will re-join the
substantially reduce global
Paris Agreement on his first
greenhouse gas emissions and
day in office and that he will
to limit the global temperature
then “lead an effort to get
increase in this century to 2
every major country to ramp
degrees Celsius, while
up the ambition of their
pursuing means to limit the
domestic climate targets”.
increase even further to 1.5
degrees.
This is obviously a much more
positive and responsible move
After giving a one-year notice,
from the US, but many argue
the US withdrew from this
that the Paris Agreement is
agreement on the 4th of
not ambitious enough and
November 2020, as Trump
an analysis of current
believed that the accord would
commitments to reduce
undermine the economy and
emissions between 2020 and
put America at a “permanent
2030 shows that almost 75%
disadvantage” to other world
of the climate pledges are
countries.
partially or totally insufficient
in reducing greenhouse gases.

As well as re-joining the Paris Agreement, Biden has
a range of goals in his climate and environmental justice
proposal that he claims he will spend $1.7 trillion on over the
next 10 years.
He proposes to make US electricity production carbon-free by
2035 and to have the country achieve net zero emissions by
2050 (Net zero emissions means that any carbon emissions are
balanced by absorbing an equivalent amount from the
atmosphere).
Bill Hare, a member of the Climate Action Tracker,
has said that Biden's goal of reaching net zero
emissions by 2050, for the first time ever, puts the
Paris Agreement's 1.5C limit within striking distance.

Biden also pledges to spend heavily on public transport, the
fastest growing source of US climate pollution, revolutionising
the railroad system and municipal transit networks.
He also plans to initiate the construction of 1.5 million
sustainable homes and housing units, to protect biodiversity
and slow extinction rates, to enhance reforestation, to ban
new oil and gas permits on public lands and waters and also to
develop renewable energy on federal lands.

In terms of the more social He plans to hold corporations
aspects of Biden’s climate
to account, ensuring that
plan, we see that much of it companies benefiting from the
focuses on the creation of
clean energy and
green jobs that offer good
infrastructure investments
wages, benefits and
meet the labour protections
protection.
and he requires all public
Of $4 trillion investment, 40% companies to publicise their
will be directed to
greenhouse gas emissions in
communities of colour, most their operations and supply
affected by the toxic fossil fuel
chains.
industry and he also plans to
expand employment
opportunities to women and
people of colour through
federally funded projects.
He will take action against
fossil fuel companies who “put
profit over people” in
vulnerable communities, while
Lastly, he plans to
he also pledged to prioritize
innovate on climate by
establishing a task force on
improving energy storage,
Coal and Power Plant
working with the agriculture
Communities in order to
and food sector to reduce
secure their benefits as the emissions and improve aircraft
transition takes place.
efficiency.

The Downside?
While this all sounds hugely promising, it does not mean
Biden or his climate proposal is without fault. One of the
biggest issues raised is that, despite Biden saying that he will
not allow fracking on federal land, around 90% of fracking
occurs on state or private land so the vast majority of this
process will still be unaffected. (Fracking is a drilling process
that injects chemicals into rocks to retrieve natural gas and
oil and has a negative environmental impact due to methane
emissions, water contamination, air pollution and habitat
destruction).

Biden has also not endorsed the Green New Deal, proposed
by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Ed Markey. Despite his
plan broadly aligning to the GND, the latter extends far more
social welfare policies as Biden’s does not include important
programs such as Medicare for All.

Since Biden’s victory, he has announced his
appointment of Cedric Richmond to be lead of the White
House Office of Public Engagement where he will often be in
contact with businesses, therefore liaising with fossil fuel
industries. The punch to the gut comes when we discover
that Cedric Richmond has received around $341,000 over his
10 years in congress from the oil and gas industry, making
him one of the Democratic Party’s top receivers of fossil fuel
finance.
The director of the Sunrise Movement called this decision a
“betrayal” and the movement rightly asks how
climate activists can trust that their voices will be heard
against a clear supporter of the fossil fuel industry.

We should conclude with the words of John Noel from
Greenpeace USA who acknowledged that Biden has moved
closer to the level of ambition needed from the next
president but said it did not go far enough in creating "a new
wave of resistance against the fossil fuel industry."
Therefore, we cannot now be complacent, we must hold our
leaders accountable and make our voices heard on all issues
of climate justice to ensure each and every person leads the
life they should rightfully be able to live,
in safety, peace and justice.

“Climate Mindset” - Ted Radio Hour
Podcast. Review and Summary
Written by Holly Harrison

In the beginning of this episode, Tom Rivett-Carnac (a political
strategist) discussed the similarities between the pandemic
and the climate crisis.

He explained that the pandemic will end as either a vaccine
will be found or the virus will naturally become less of a threat
to humanity. He also identifies how humanity has proved that
they can take measures for the greater good without being
able to control the outcome (wearing masks, social distancing,
care-workers) which is exactly what will be needed to combat
the climate crisis.

But he warns that in the event of climate breakdown,
Planet Earth will simply adopt new systems. At this
point, it will be too late. Negative feedback loops such as
melting arctic ice revealing darker sea water will
perpetuate heating and result in permanent damage. We
will be completely out of control. To avoid this, he
suggests reframing the stories we tell ourselves.

When Winston Churchill led Britain through the Second
World War – he did not promise an easy victory. Instead
he committed Britain to working for a better future. A
solid goal to which everyone could contribute to in one
way or another. This empowered widespread action and
allowed people to suffer through hardships while
remaining heartened. This is how Tom argues the
climate crisis should be framed, how we should think
about it in order to motivate global change and action.

The second interview was
with Christiana Figueres, a
foreign diplomat who helped
organise the Paris Accord in
2015.

She decided that
“impossible” was an
attitude and the direst of
situations commanded
stubborn optimism, a
chosen perspective that
encourages people to
look at things in a more
positive, trusting way.

Beforehand, there had been
efforts to garner
worldwide cooperation,
however disagreements
amongst politicians and
climate scientists meant there
was a general consensus that
deemed climate action “too She explains this in her book,
late” and “too difficult”. In an
“The Future We Choose”.
interview,
She urges that, in order to
Christiana was asked whether view the bigger picture, we
she ever thought a truly
mustn’t allow the Political
global agreement was
Tides to distract from
possible.
the Economic UnderWithout thinking she replied
Currents (the inevitable
“no” and this prompted her to trajectory for mankind). This
completely re-evaluate her
should help empower climate
standpoint.
action despite political unrest
and disagreement.

Lastly, was Xiye Bastida: a School Climate Activist. Bastida
explained how a network of young people support one
another, sharing their workload and influence policy with
their outreach campaigns. She was born in the highland of
Mexico and credits her environmental sensitivity to the
culture she was raised with.
Honouring Mother Earth for the gifts of life and living with
the mentality that “you do not inherit the land from your
ancestors- you borrow it from your children.”

I found this podcast episode thoroughly enjoyable, interesting
and empowering. Usually, the information surrounding the
climate crisis is dire (rightfully so, considering the situation).
But hearing positive messages that promised the possibility of
a better future was so refreshing. The interview format meant
the listener heard from a range of perspectives about the
climate crisis, giving diverse insight and engaging opinions.
This helped make complicated theories, from some of the best
people in their respective fields, more digestible for someone
with a base-level understanding of climate science, world
politics and social activism. Not to mention the excellent
sound quality and editing which made the podcast easy to
listen to in headphones.

Positive news of the monthNew plant-based factory in
Co Down
Written by Elle Park

It has become quite noticeable that the demand for
plant-based products has increased in the past few
years, as the meat industry has been highlighted as a
significant culprit for global emissions. County Down
food producer, Finnebrogue Artisan, are the latest
company to invest in this more sustainable market,
investing £25 million and creating 300 new jobs with
a new plant-based factory! Set to open in January
2021, the factor is the size of three premier league
football pitches, and therefore the largestplant-based
factory here in Northern Ireland!

The managing director of Finnebrogue has said that the
products are nutritional and affordable options, two
factors that aren’t always present when it comes to plantbased food. Finnebrogue have already released their
Naked plant-based range, that includes meat free burgers,
sausages and mince that are ‘virtually indistinguishable
from the meat they are imitating’ encouraging more
people to take the more sustainable option!

However, although this seems like positive news, the
sustainability of the factory and how it sources itsproducts
such as soy is rather questionable, and not clear as of yet.
This apprehension can be blamed on other plant-based
companies who have been exposed as green-washers, a
significant example being Oatly, due to its investment from
Blackstone who have links to deforestation. Finnebrogue
Artisan seem to be creating something promising, that
could see even more plant-based food hitting our local
shops, but let’s just hope the sustainably comes with it!

THANKS FOR READING!
To learn more about YCANI check out our website: ycani.org
or follow us on Instagram @yca.ni

